
5% of the events recorded during the emission scan,
must be subtracted from the data recorded during the
transmission scan. If this is not done, areas of high
activity appear less dense. When the attenuation cor
rection is applied, the activity concentration appears
lower than it should. To avoid this subtraction, we
introduced the masked orbiting transmission source
(MOTS).Our source(6) is encapsulatedbetweentwo
lead collimators, which shape the coincident photons
emanating from it into a thin fan beam in the scanning
plane. The lead shields crystals near the source from
radiation within the patient section. The residual con
tamination, 0.5%, ofthe transmission scan by radiation
from the patient slice can be neglected.

This work has since been extended to allow the E/T
scans to be acquired simultaneously (7). This requires
very strict electronic collimation of the source so that
only detector pairs that are strictly collinear with the
source may accept transmission events. Those that are
far from collinear with the source may accept emission
events from the patient section. Events recorded by
detector pairs nearly collinear with the source are re
jected, so that most ofthe rays are scattered by the lead
collimator. We haveshown previously that the correct
attenuation coefficients for air, water, and bone-equiv
alentdensitiesarestill observedwith activity concentra
tions as high as 80 kBuJcc (over 2 jzCi/cc) in a brain
sized phantom. Furthermore, excellent linearity was
obtained when the activity concentration measured
during simultaneous E/T scanswas plotted against that
obtained in independent scans, which demonstrated an

80: 1 range of activity concentration.
In this paper, we show that this technique can be

used for attenuation correction during static fluoro
deoxyglucose (FDG) studies and at least during the
latter framesof dynamicstudies.This wouldbe espe
cially advantageous in a busy PET center where patient
throughput could be improved and all possibility of
registration errors eliminated. Carson (5) reported a
series of six FDG studies where both preinjection and
emission-corrected transmission scans were performed.
By subtracting transmission scans performed 40 mm
apart, significant patient movement was demonstrated
in three subjects. Since these subjects were restrained in

A techniquefor performingsimultaneousPET emission
and transmissionscansis validatedin a fluoro-deoxyglu
cose study. A point source maskedinto a fan beamof
annihilation photons orbits the patient section under study.
Coincident events are sorted into two buffers, or rejected,
basedon the source'sposi@on.Both StatiCand dynamic
frames of independent and simultaneous studies are corn
pared.The noiseeffectivecount rate is reducedto 62%
ofthevalueduringnormalstudies.However,theincrease
in the coefficient of variation in cortical regions is <6%.
The RMS difference between profile contours through
many brain regions is =40% higher comparing two simul
taneous emission/transmission scans than when the same
analysis is performed on independent emission scans. This
difference appears to be due to the noise patterns arising
from the use of different transmission scans.

J NucIMed 1991;32:154â€”160

ransmissionscansare now usedroutinely with most
positron emission tomography (PET) studies to correct
for attenuation of the annihilation photons in the pa
tient section being scanned. Improved transmission
scan techniques now in use permit these scans to be
performed rapidly, with insignificant random (1) and
scattered (2) events to contaminate the attenuation
measurement. Orbiting rod sources are now offered on
some new PET scanners (3). Until recently, the trans
mission scan had to be performed before injection of
long-livedtracers.This requiredlong periodsof im
mobilization or accurate repositioning between trans
mission and emission scans.

Carson and Daube-Witherspoon (4,5) demonstrated
a technique in which transmission and emission scans
(E/T scans) are performed in rapid sequence. Some
activity within the patient slice being scanned is mixed

with that from the orbiting rod source. A fraction, about
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a thermo-plastic face mask (True-Scan Imaging, An
napolis, MD), one can assume that registration errors
are quite common.

To validatethistechnique,wecomparedtheglucose
utilization rate observed during independent and si
multaneousE/T scans.Previouswork hasshownthat
the operational equation for glucose utilization gives
results that are almost independent of time, after the
initial uptake of the tracer (8,9). We chose to do one
extended study in a control subject who was prepared
to lie â€œperfectlystillâ€•for 4 hr. During the study, we
alternated between independent and simultaneous E/T
scans. In this way, the same injection oftracer could be
used, eliminating intersubject variability and environ
mentalinfluenceson the metabolicrate.

MATERIALS AND METhODS

The studies were performed on the Positome IIIp (10,11)
three-slice PET scanner at the Montreal Neurological Insti
tute. The scanner has two rings of 64 BCiO crystals and an
efficiency of 70K cps (zCi/cc) for each slice. The technique
for acquiring simultaneous E/T scans has been described in
detail ( 7) and has since been extended to allow multiple frames
of emission data to be acquired during a single transmission
scan. At the time this study was performed, the activity in
each transmission source was --7 MBq (190 MCi). The same
transmission sources were used in all studies.

Summary of Simultaneous E/T Technique
During the scan, the collimated point MOTS sources orbit

the patient aperture, stopping in front of each of the 64
crystals. After one 2-sec wobble cycle, the source moves to the
next crystal. After one orbit, the detector array is rotated (to
and fro) over half the inter-crystal angle. The stepwise move
ment, and necessity for complete wobble cycles before the
source moves, impose a minimum frame time of256 sec. No
data are lost during source movement. This currently prevents
E/I scansfrombeingperformedduringthe early,short frames
ofa dynamic study.

The data acquisition hardware sorts events into uniformly
spaced parallel projections(12). The source angle is subtracted
from the projection angle for each event. A look-up table is
then used to steer the events into the emission or transmission
histogram or reject them entirely.

The average efficiency ofeach slice during simultaneous El
T scans is 70% of emission-only scans. The data acquisition
program compensates the emission data for this and a slight
nonuniformity across the field of view. It multiplies data in
each column of the sinogram by a relative efficiency factor
before storing it on disk. These factors, which were calculated
during the programming ofthe look-up table ( 7), compensate
for higher scattering from the lead surrounding the source
near the edge of the field of view. The emission sinograms
can, thus, be reconstructed without further special treatment.

Separatefilesare created for both emissionand transmis
sion events. If there is no couch movement between emission
frames, acquisition of transmission data is'continued in the
same frame. When the couch moves for fuller brain coverage,
separate transmission data frames are collected.

The transmissionsinogramsare dividedinto data acquired

during a blank field scan. The blank scan is performed once
a week for 4096 sec to reduce the noise associated with the
blank scan. The resulting data are used for attenuation correc
tion and can be reconstructed into an atenuation scan. The
program, which formats the attenuation scan data, can sub
tract any fraction of the simultaneous emission scan.

ControlSubjectSelection,Preparation,and
ScanningSequence

The studywasperformedon a 23-yr-oldmale student who
gave consent knowing that he would have to lie perfectly still
for up to 4 hr. After inserting a catheter in his left radial artery,
his head was immobilized in a tight-fitting foam mold.

The scanningprotocol,shownin Table 1,started with full
brain coverage with a preinjection transmission scan. A slow
injection of 185 MBq (5 mCi) of FOG was made into the
radial vein. The initial sequence ofour standard FOG dynamic
sequence was followed until the frame time was of sufficient
length to allow simultaneous E/T scans to start. Alternate
emission-only and E/T scans were performed over a period
of 2.5 hr. It took =1 mm during each change from emission
only to E/T scanning. We had to remove or insert the source,
reposition the bed, and change acquisition programs. Other
wise the scanning was continuous.

DynamicStudyData Analysis
Allemission-onlystudieswerereconstructedwiththe prein

jection attenuation correction. E/T emission scans were re
constructed with their companion attenuation scan. The first
25 mm of the dynamic study, with slices at 0, 18, 36 mm
above the orbital-meatal (OM) line, was combined with the
data from all other studies in those planes into one file
covering 2 hr after injection. Since this sequence includes
three periods during which we scanned higher slices, the full
dynamic scan sequence has two gaps of 25 mm.

For the last nine frames in this study, we tabulated the total
true counts per slice and the random count fraction, which
are the bases for assessment of relative image noise. The slice
efficiency, live time, and random fraction depend on the type
of scan and the time after injection. To account for this, we
also calculatedthe noise-effectivecounts (NEC)accordingto
the formula:

NEC
(1 +R/T+S/T)'

where T is the true counts (before live time correction), R/T
is the random count fraction, and S/T is the scattered count
fraction. These quantities are all calculated during the recon
struction of each slice.

We examined time-activitycurves (TACs)for 12 cm2 re
gions ofinterest (ROIs) in both inferior temporal lobes. These
regions were chosen for their homogeneity as determined by
their low coefficient of variation (COV) in the longest frames.
A centralregionwith a veryhighCOy, representingthe â€œworst
case,â€•was also examined. The display program calculates the
COY within each ROI to allow fitting programs to weight
each time point according to the relative noise. Each region's
COY was plotted against time to examine how the simulta
neous transmission scan increases the noise in a ROI. Since
the efficiency is reduced to 70%, and the random counts
increase during transmission scans, the COY must increase.
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Static Study Data Analysis
We reconstructedeach set of static frames,the early E/T,

emission-only, and late E/T, using the three transmission
scans acquired during the preinjection and those during the
early and late E/T scans. These images were scaled to regional
glucose utilization rate, using the plasma TAC and standard
rate constants. In the nine image sets, we selected slice 8, 61
mm above the OM line, for contour profile analysis.

Using our ROI program (13), a line was drawn, starting on
the medial aspect of the frontal cortex, forward to the frontal
pole, then posterior following the cortical rim. It continued
through the temporal, parietal, and occipital cortex, into the
medial occipital cortex, across the lateral ventricle, and
through the thalamus and striatum. Figure 1shows the profile
drawn on the early E/T slice.

We chose the emission-onlystudy reconstructedwith the
preinjection attenuation scan as the reference contour. To
assess the difference between these contour profiles, we meas
ured the difference in the arithmetic mean of the glucose
utilization rate. We then calculated the RMS difference be
tween points on each contour and the reference contour. For
comparison, we performed a similar analysis on a slice 36
mm above the OM line in which three emission-only scans
were performed. These scans were reconstructed by summing
two frames of the dynamic study starting at 20 and 40 mm.
Scans at 20 and 89 mm were compared with a reference at 40
mm.

TABLE I
Protocol for Validation of Simultaneous E/T Scans

â€”60 mm:
Subject positioned on Positome couch and head mold
madeto allow scanningat the OM line; arterialline in
stalled.

â€”40 mm:
Four framesof preinjectiontransmissionscansfor 512
sec,movingcouchbetweenscansfor full braincoverage.
Total time 34 mm.

â€”5 mm:
Venouscatheterinstalledfor injectionof FDG.

0 mm:
Injectionof FDG.Independentemissionacquisitionof 25-
mmdyanm,cstudy. Lower slice at OM line. Framestimes:
lOof30sec, l0of60sec,2of256sec.

26 mm:
Twoemmssionframesof256sec, duringonetransmission
scanof 512sec.

40 mm:
Twoindependentemissionframesof256 sec.

60 mm:
Four frames of simultaneousE/T scans for 512 sec,
movingcouch between for fullbrain coverage. Total time
34 mm.

95 mm:
Fourframesof independentemissionscansfor 512 sec,
movingcouth betweenscansforfullbraincoverage.Total
time34 mm.

120 mm:
Fourframes of simultaneousE/T scan for 512 sec, moving
couchbetweenfor full braincoverage.Totaltime34 mm.

155 mm:
Endof study.Totaltimefor subjectis 3.5hr.

Assessmentof Effect of EmissionScan Subtraction
We have previouslyshown (7) that there is about 0.5%

contamination of the transmission scan by activity in the
section being examined. We assessed the magnitude of this
contamination in a typical imaging situation where E/T scans
would be most useful. The program, which formats the trans
mission scan into an attenuation file, allows the user to specify
the fraction of the simultaneous emission scan to be sub
tracted. This is done before dividing the transmission data
into the blank field data. In all other studies reported here, we
subtracted 0.5% of the emission scan. Here, we also used an
attenuation filewithout emission scan subtraction. Both atten
uation files were used during the reconstruction of the early
E/T scan. Slice 8 was then subject to the same profile analysis
described previously.

RESULTS

Dynamic Study
The imaging parameters that allow an estimate of

the relative image noise for six frames of the dynamic
study are given in Table 2. In order to represent the
same imaging time in each period, the first three periods
represent the sum of two 256-sec dynamic frames. The
first three periods were separated by 10 mm during
which time the uptake was almost balanced by the
isotope decay. During the E/T scan, the random counts
increased from 5% to 20%, and the live time dropped
from 95% to 88%. These factors, plus the reduced
efficiency,combineto yield an effectivecount rate
duringthe E/T scanof 62% of the averageemission
only scan. The last three scans were 30 mm apart. In
the last E/T frame, the random fraction rose to 36% as
the fluorine-l8 had decayed significantly by this time.

The 30 frames of the dynamic sequence for a slice
18 mm above the OM line are shown in Figure 2. Three
regions were identified and TACs for these regions
superimposed on the images. The E/T frames were
marked with the letter T. The effect ofthe noise is easily
seen in Figure 3, which shows the COY plotted for the

regions in Figure 2. The hatched background in three
regions shows where transmission scans were recorded.
The mid-line region showed a sharp increasein noise
during these periods. There was only a minimal effect
in thecorticalregions.

StaticStudies
Figure 4 shows three slices comparing independent

and simultaneous scans. These images were recon
structed with a filter matched to the detector's spatial
frequency response, producing an image resolution of
12 mm full width at half maximum. The images are
sections 0, 25, and 61 mm above the OM line. While
every effort was made to reduce subject movement,
many of the slight differences in these scans are clearly
due to misregistration. This is most noticeable in the
middle slice of the transmission scans. The areas of
different density in the anterior regions are the superior
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FIGURE I
Profileson the left and right hemispheresof a slice 61 mm
above the OM line. The numbersare distances in mm along
the profileto locate structures in Figure5.

regionsof the sinusand bony ridgebehindthe eyes,
suggestingthat the subject may have tilted his head
back between these studies.

Figure 5 shows the contour profiles along the line
drawn in Figure 1 in the right hemisphere. It shows the
earlysimultaneous,the independent,and latesimulta
neouscontourprofiles.The numbersnextto the line
stylekeysshowsthe meanglucoseutilizationfor the
profile and the RMS difference from the independent
scan. The values for the same contour are given for all
reconstructionsofthese studiesin Table 3. Each profile
is compared to the independent emission scan recon
structed with the preinjection transmission scan.

Figure6 showsa similarprofileanalysisperformed
on three emission-only slices. A slice 36 mm above the
OM linewaschosenas the higherslicehad only one
emission-onlystudy.The calculatedglucoseutilization
was much lower in the scan performed at 20 mm after

iM@@

FIGURE2
Series of frames from a slice at the OM line showing the time
sequenceof FDG uptake over a period of over two hours.
The imagesmarked â€œTâ€•were acquiredduring a transmission
scan.The ovetlaysrepresentTACs from two corticalandone
mid-lineAOl.

injection.(This wasconsideredto be too early in the
study for the FDG model to be independent of the rate
constants (8) and was not used for comparison with the

E/T scans.)The other two contoursarequite consistent.
The means and difference for this and a region on the
right side are given in Table 4. The mean difference
was1 @mole/1OOg/min in observedglucoseutilization
rate between the two latter studies, which is the same
as that seen in the E/T studies. The RMS differences
for the emission-only studies are 60% of the values in
Table 3, suggesting that they are more consistent. This
is not an unexpectedfinding since they were recon
structed with the same transmission scan.

Figure 7 shows profiles for the right hemisphere in
the same slice analyzed in Figure 5. Here the slice is
reconstructed with and without subtraction ofthe 0.5%

20 E 1633
30 E/T1026
40 E 1416
51 E/T 931
89 E 981
97 E/T 475

5 95 1269
21 88 722
5 95 1081
21 89 655
4 96 755

36 90 334

The first three linesare the sumsof two 256-secemission
frames.Theothersare512-secframes.Thetrue countscolumn
includesthe effectof livetimeandreducedefficiencyduringthe
E/Tscans.Itdoesnotincludescatteredcountsorrandomsfrom
the randomcount column.The noise-effectivecounts column
representsthe effectivecounts after compensatingfor scatter
andrandoms.

100.
â€”â€¢â€” Right Inf. Occipital

90.0 - - -* - - Left nt. Occipital
â€”-.â€” Central (Carotids)

80.0
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FIGURE 3
The coefficients of variation ofeach point in the TACs in Figure
2 are plottedagainsttime.The regionsin the hatchedback
ground were recorded during a transmission scan.
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this new scanning mode, it was necessary to subject a
volunteerto a studymuchlongerthannormal.

Our analysis of the noise effective counts in different
framesshowsthat the effectiveefficiencyofthe scanner
is reduced to 62% during E/T scans. This includes the
effects of randoms and reduced live time as well as the
data segmentation into emission and transmission files.
The increase in noise can be weighed against the system
atic errors caused by misregistration (14) of the E/T
scans which can occur during normal scanning.

The regional analysis of the dynamic data represents
a typical starting point for the estimation of rate con
stants, etc. from TACs. The two cortical regions repre
sent areas of relatively high activity concentration.
Thesewereaffectedcomparativelylessbyanynoiseor
bias introduced by the simultaneous transmission scans.
The mid-line region, the lower curve in Figure 2, rep
resented the â€œworst-caseâ€•situation for image noise.
There was only a significant activity concentration in
the early frames from the high concentration in the
carotid arteries. Since random counts are uniformly
spread over the field of view and there are more ran
doms during a transmission scan, the noise was greater
there.

From the theory of noise propagation in recon
structed images (15), one would expect a proportion

ately higher signal-to-noiseratio in regionsof high
activity than ifthese were planar images from a gamma
camera. This is well demonstrated in the analysis of
dynamic data. In spite of a lower effective count-rate
during the E/T scans, the COY increased only 6% in
the cortical regions. In a region where there was negli
gible activity, the COV increased by up 12% in early
frames and 50% in later frames.

In the contour analysis of the static studies, we see a
greater difference between the E/T and independent
scans than that observed when comparing two emis
sion-only studies. Part of the difference is due to the
noise added during any transmission scan. In homoge
nous regions, transmission scans show a mottled pattern
which will be different for each independent scan. An
artificially radiolucent region in one transmission scan
could have normal density in the next study. This
densitychangeis reflectedinto the emissionscanas
increased noise.

Other contributions include the use ofextended times
after the injection of FDG and the fact that our profiles
entera heterogeneoustissuemix. We have usedthe
standard gray matter rate constants in our analysis. The
scanner's couch repositioning accuracy is Â±2mm. The
emission-onlystudyanalyzedhere is actually3 mm
below the E/T studies.

The difference in contours, with and without correc
tion forcrosstalkfromtheemissionscans,isverysmall
due to the lead mask surrounding the source. In the
technique of Carson et al. (4,5), where no lead sur

SimultaneousInd.p.

GLUCOSE
UTILIZATION ATTENUAT ION

MONTREAL NEURO. INST. POSITOME DISPLAY 8..

i.ieuJ:i@
Typicalimages of independentemission,simultaneousemis
sionand transmission,and preinjectiontransmissionscansat
0, 25, and 61 mm abovethe OM line.

contamination ofthe transmission scan by the emission
data. The mean glucose utilizations of these contours
are 26.34 and 26.25 Mmole/lOOg/min. These contours
are very close to each other, showing that this contam
ination is probably negligible. When extra events are
recorded during the transmission scan, the observed
attenuationcorrectionwill be smaller.When thiscor
rectionisappliedduringthereconstructionofthe emis
sionscan,the activityconcentrationappearslessthan
it should.

DISCUSSION

The work reported here represents the situation in
whichE/T studieswouldbemostbeneficialin reducing
the time a patient must spend in the scanner during a
PET study. To study the potential errors introduced by

0.0 40. 80. 120. 160. 200. 240. 280. 320. 360. 400.

DistanCe Along Profile in mm

FIGURE 5
Contourprofilesthroughtherighthemisphereina slice61
mm above the OM line. The three contours are for the early
Er, the emission-only,and late ElF study.
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GlucoseMetabolicRateEmissmon

ScanTypeandTimeLeftRightSimultaneous

earlyIndependentSimultaneous
Smmultaneous

late earlyIndependentSimultaneouslateTime

after mnjection 79 mmn1 15 mm1 53 mm 79 mmi i@ mm1 53 mm

TABLE4
Summary of Results of Profile Contour Analysis for Three

Independent Emission Scans of 8.5 Mm Duration and
Different StartingTimesGlucose

metabolicrateEmission

scanstarttimeSide

20 mm 40 mm 89 mm

Leftprofile 18.7

Attenuation correction
Earlysimultaneous

Preinjectioninde
pendent

Late simultaneous

Thethreeemissionscansof this slicewerereconstructedwith threedifferentattenuationscans.Thevaluesin the tableshowthe
meanglucoseutilizationin the profile,the arithmeticdifferencefrom the referencescan (independentemissionand preinjection
transmission),andthe RMSdifferencefromthe referencescan.

TABLE3
Summaryof ResultsofProfileContourAnalysisina Slice61 mmAboveOM Line

23.926.225.626.327.627.9Ave.â€”1
.0+1 .3+0.7+0.9+2.2+2.5Duff.3.42.62.94.03.34.2

RMS22.524.924.524.325.426.1
Aveâ€”2.4â€”â€”0.4â€”1

.1â€”+0.7Duff.3.1â€”2.42.6â€”2.6
RMS23.125.625.225.326.626.1
Ave.â€”2.5+0.7+0.3â€”0.3+1

.2+0.7Duff.3.62.43.23.52.72.5
RMS

roundsthesource,thecrosstalkis 10timeshigherthan
that measured previously ( 7). In the Carson technique,
subtraction of the appropriate fraction of the emission
scan is essential.

Our MOTS technique would be improved upon in a
scanner with higher intrinsic resolution and lower sen

sitivity to random counts. The Positome hasan intrinsic
resolutionof 11mm. On a highresolutionscanner,the
source tracking could be improved, reducing the extent
of the rejection band, and improving the emission
efficiency during E/T scans.

The lower limit of the emission frame time is caused
by our implementation of the technique and is not
intrinsic.The only absoluterequirementis that the
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FIGURE 6
Contour profiles through cortex of right hemispherein three
emission-onlystudies recorded at 20, 40, and 89 mm after
injection.The slice is 36 mm abovethe OM line.

transmissionsourcemustmakean integralnumberof
full orbitsduringeachframeof the emissionscan.We
force the source to stop in front of each detector to
maximize the resolution of the transmission scans. It
also reduces crosstalk by improved source tracking. On
a newer scanner, especially one without detector wob
ble, the source could orbit once per second, allowing
dynamic frames that were any multiple of one second.
If the detectorswobble, the source movement would
have to be locked to the wobble period to obtain con
sistentdatain eachbin of thesinogram.

In most PET scanners, the strongest practical source
is normally used for transmission scans to save time

21.9
â€”3.2 â€”

3.9 â€”
Rightprofile 19.4 22.2

â€”1.8 â€”
3.6 â€”

22.9Ave.
+1.0 Diff.

2.3 RMS
22.6Ave.
+0.4 Duff.
2.1RMS

120. 160. 200. 240. 280. 320. 360. 400.

Distance Along Profile in mm

The valuesin the tableshow the meanglucoseutilizationin
theprofile,thearithmeticdifferencefromthe referencescan,and
theAMSdifferencefromthe referencescan.
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FIGURE7
Contourprofilesfor the right hemispherein a slice61 mm
above the OM line showing the effect of correction of the
transmission scan for activity within the subjects's brain.

and reduce transmission scan noise. However, the
source strength requirements for E/T scans are quite
different from conventional transmission scans. The
lowerthe transmissionsourcestrength,the lowerthe
random counts and dead time in the emission scan. If

the transmission scan was performed throughout a dy
namicuptakestudy,a weaksourcecouldgiveexcellent
transmissionscanswithoutaddingmuch noiseto the
emission study.

The activity concentration in the final frames is half
that in the first E/T scans. Our earlier phantom studies

showed(7) that much wider rangeof activity concen
trations could be used with this technique. We have
also performed fluorine Fluro-DOPA E/T studies suc
cessfully. Since there is not the same trapping of metab
olitesof thiscompoundequivalentin theFDG model,
DOPA studies would not be useful to validate the
technique. No carbon-l 1 compounds have been used
in E/T scans so far. The technique is probably not
appropriateforoxygen-l5-labeledcompoundssincethe
scan times with these compounds are usually much
shorter than those normally used for transmission

scans.

CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that simultaneous E/T scans
can be used for determining patient slice attenuation
and tracer uptake during the same PET scan. These
studieshavebeenshownto bepracticalfora long-lived
tracer like FDG because of the advantages of reducing
scanning time and improving patient comfort and

throughput.
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